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Abstract. Due to the social and economic fallout from the COVID-19
pandemic, we sought to gauge the attitudes of social network users, in this
case, Twitter, towards the topic using a sentiment analysis approach. We
collected 178,683 tweets using the Twitter API based on queries for the
high-frequency hashtag #covid19. After the preprocessing step, we
classified them in a binary way (positive and negative) and according to their
intensity (valence) using the VADER model and then the NRCLex
dictionary, which allows us to classify feelings according to their affective
class. The results suggest that overall, the feelings detected through the
tweets are positive. In addition, users seem to be interestedin the pandemic
as a trend rather than as a topic related to other social or economic aspects.

1 Introduction
The COVID-19 disease, which began in late 2019 [1] and was declared by the World Health
Organization as a global pandemic on March 11, 2020 [2], has affected millions of people
worldwide. It has affected people's way of life, especially after several countries have taken
a series of measures that may impact their travel. They have sometimes instituted total
containment for several weeks to months. The pandemic continues to be the focus of debate
on all media and especially on social networks.
Social networks have become important channels of communication over the past
decades. They allow millions of people to share content, publish their opinions and follow
their friends. Social networks are characterized by velocity, volume, value, variety and
veracity; the 5 V's of big data [5] and the data they contain can reveal relationship structures
between individuals and observe or predict user attributes and interests from their individual
behaviour [3,4]. In addition, the rapid growth of online social networks of relationships
(Facebook, Myspace, etc.), media sharing networks (YouTube, Instagram, etc.),
microblogging (Tumbler, Twitter, etc.) and community platforms (Airbnb, CouchSurfing,
etc.), have encouraged researchers to investigate published content and analyze user
behaviour [6-8].
Twitter is a virtual social network where people share their posts and opinions about the
current situation, such as the COVID-19 pandemic. It is considered the most important data
source for machine learning research in terms of analysis, prediction and extraction of
knowledge and opinions since many people have used it to express their views and attitudes
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towards COVID-19 and share their experiences about this pandemic [9]. Therefore, it is
important to analyze and understand the feelings of users towards this scourge.
Sentiment analysis is a subfield of Natural Language Processing (NLP) that attempts to
identify and extract opinions from the text. The goal of sentiment analysis is gaugin the
feelings and emotions of individuals based on the computer processing of subjectivity in text.
It allows companies to make sense of data by being able to automate the process [10].
However, most of these texts are unstructured and come from various sources, in this case,
social networks. Micro-blogging content from social networks like Twitter and Facebook
poses serious challenges, not only because of the amount of data involved but also because
of the type of language used to express sentiments, i.e., abbreviations, slang and emoticons.
In our study, we attempted to understand the attitude of Twitter users towards the COVID19 pandemic through tweets and retweets posted between July 25 and August 30, 2020. We
adopted a sentiment analysis approach using VADER, which is a lexicon and rule-based
sentiment analysis tool specifically tailored for social media texts. VADER not only gives a
binary score of positivity or negativity but also indicates how positive or negative a sentiment
is. We also used the NRCLex dictionary, which classifies sentiments according to their
affective class.

2 Literature Review
Because of the complexity of natural language, many specialized applications for sentiment
analysis have emerged. Among them are those that classify words in a binary way (i.e.
positive or negative) according to their semantic orientation in context, and those in which
words are associated with valence scores for sentiment intensity. For example, LIWC is a
text analysis tool designed to study the various emotional components present in text samples
[14,15]. It uses a dictionary of nearly 4,500 words organized in 76 categories related to
sentiment analysis. However, it does not consider lexical elements carrying sentiment such
as acronyms or emoticons widely used in social network texts [11].
General Inquirer (GI) is a text analysis application with a manually constructed lexicon
that contains more than 11,000 words classified in 183 categories [16]. However, as with
LIWC, GI suffers from a lack of coverage of lexical features related to the sentiment
conveyed through social text.
Hu-Liu04 consists of a lexicon of nearly 6,800 words. This opinion lexicon was initially
constructed through a bootstrapping process using WordNet, where words are grouped into
synonym clusters called synsets [17]. Although Hu-Liu04 is suitable for sentiment
expressions in social texts and product reviews, it does not capture the sentiments of
emoticons or acronyms.
The ANEW lexicon [18] provides a set of emotional ratings for 1,034 words. Unlike
LIWC or GI, the words in ANEW were ranked according to their affective class. ANEW
words have an associated sentimental valence ranging from 1 to 9. Words with valence scores
below five are considered negative, and those with scores above five are considered positive.
Nevertheless, as with LIWC and GI, the ANEW lexicon is also insensitive to common lexical
features related to sentiment in social text.
The specific nature of social media content poses severe challenges to applications of
sentiment analysis due to its vast bias and big data nature [10, 11]. For this reason, the
VADER model seems to be more suitable for this situation as it has proven to be very
effective when dealing with social network texts, editorials, movie or product reviews,
mainly since it not only generates a positivity and negativity score but also tells us how
positive or negative a sentiment is.
VADER is based on the wisdom of the crowds (WoC) approach to acquire a valid point
estimate of the sentiment valence (intensity) of each lexical feature. The evaluation was
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conducted by ten independent human raters (for a total of more than 90,000 ratings), leading
to the adoption of 7,500 lexical features with valence scores that indicate the polarity and
intensity of the sentiment on a scale of -4 (extremely negative) to +4 (extremely positive)
[11].
VADER lexicon revealed its effectiveness in many studies that tried to analyze the
feelings through the text of microblogging (in this case, Twitter). For example in [23], the
authors attempted to understand the feelings of users towards Bitcoin during the COVID-19
period, or in [24], where the authors conducted a study on the mental health of users in the
US during the COVID-19 pandemic by analyzing the feelings conveyed by their tweets.

3 Methodology
3.1 Data collection
The data for this study was collected using the Twitter API and a query-based Python script
for the high-frequency hashtag #covid19. 178,683 sample tweets were scraped between July
25 and August 30, 2020. The retrieved data includes user and location information, among
other things.
3.2 Preprocessing, filtering and cleaning of data
Data cleaning is the first step in the dataset preparation process. This operation consists of
detecting and correcting corrupt, inaccurate or incomplete records in a dataset to produce
good quality data for the rest of the processing. We found that a small portion of the records
had missing fields such as user description and hashtags. Since this information does not
affect the relevance of our study, we retained the 178,683 samples initially collected. We also
removed non-alphanumeric characters and stop words from the hashtags for a better
presentation of the word cloud.
Concerning the geographical location, in some cases the collected data do not always
indicate the country, but sometimes a state or a city, as is the case of the USA or India. If we
take into account the records where the name of the country is indicated, then it turns out that
the most significant number of tweets comes from the USA (17,113 tweets), followed by
India (12,342 tweets) and then the United Kingdom (4,822 tweets).
3.3 Sentiment analysis with VADER
We applied the VADER model to the tweets and retweets collected using the Python
language in the Jupyter Notebook environment, integrating it as a module of the NLTK
software library that contains pre-trained natural language processing (NLP) models.
Since VADER returns a score that reflects the intensity of feeling between -4 and 4, the
results obtained would not give a clear idea of the users’ attitude in a precise way. Indeed, it
would be more like binary classification if we defined a threshold to delimit the feelings. So,
we also used NRCLex, which measures emotion from the text. The NRCLex dictionary
contains about 27,000 words and is based on the National Research Council (NRC) lexicon
of affect and WordNet synonym sets from the NLTK library.

4 Results
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4.1 Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
During the period between July 25 and August 30, 2020, when the number of COVID-19
cases is increasing, Twitter users from some countries are more active than others in posting
tweets and retweets that mention the virus. However, although the number of active users on
Twitter regarding COVID19 is higher in India, the data cleaning and filtering phase revealed
that the USA is ranked first regarding the number of tweets and retweets posted (17,113
tweets).

Fig. 1. Top 10 Twitter users who mentioned COVID-19 in their tweets and retweets

What draws attention is the fact that China is absent from this TOP 10 (Fig. 1), despite
the fact that it has received a lot of media attention regarding COVID-19 due to the
registration of the first positive case of the virus in Wuhan [12], in addition to a population
estimated to be around 1.4 billion inhabitants [13] and which is logically supposed to host
many active users on social networks. However, this could be partly explained by the deletion
operation carried out by Twitter in June 2020, which targeted more than 170,000 accounts
coordinating to spread disinformation and propaganda campaigns concerning, among others,
the COVID-19 epidemic in China [19].
It would be interesting to get an idea of the most popular pandemic-related hashtags of
this period using a word cloud. The word cloud, which is an illustration of the words present
in a corpus and whose size changes according to their frequency of appearance. Fig. 2 shows
the most used hashtags during the period of the collection of tweets. It clearly indicates that
the hashtags that refer to the virus identifier such as 'Covid-19' or 'Coronavirus' are the most
dominant, while the hashtags that associate COVID-19 with other words such as 'Health',
'Travel', 'Economy', 'Obesity', 'Technology'... are not as popular.
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Fig. 2. Word cloud of the most popular Covid19-related hashtags on Twitter.

It should be noted that the word cloud is often a preliminary step in the analysis of a
textual corpus using algorithms derived from Natural Language Processing. However, words
illustrated in large size do not necessarily mean that they are semantically more important
than other words. In fact, algorithms such as TF-IDF suggest that the more frequent a word
is, the more its importance is reduced within the same document [20].
4.2 Sentiment analysis about the pandemic on Twitter
First, we wanted to have an overall idea of the common feeling conveyed through the
analyzed tweets. We, therefore, applied the VADER algorithm by measuring the intensity of
the feeling experienced on a scale from -4 to +4 and compared it to the 0 thresholds (neutral).
The result highlights a binary polarity that ranks the tweets according to the positivity or
negativity of the feelings.
Fig. 3 shows that 128,370 tweets convey positive feelings against 50,738 that convey
negative feelings. It is therefore clear that with regard to this global pandemic, most Twitter
users express a positive or an optimistic feeling.
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Fig. 3. Ranking of feelings about the pandemic in a binary way using VADER

It should be noted that the power of VADER lies in its ability to detect the intensity of
the feeling, i.e. how positive or negative it is. However, to represent such a result, it would
be better to split the rating interval between -4 and +4 into several segments. In our case, we
split it into two segments to show the overall impression of the pandemic. However, we
thought of segmenting the feelings according to their affective class. We, therefore, opted to
use the NRCLex dictionary, which divides the texts according to the following feelings:
Positive, Negative, Trust, Fear, Anticipation, Sadness, Joy, Anger, Surprise and Disgust. A
tweet can be classified into several sentiments at the same time.

Fig. 4. Distribution of tweets according to their affective class using the NRCLex dictionary
Table 1. Number of tweets according to their affective class using the NRCLex dictionary
Emotions
Positive

Count
106827
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Negative
Trust
Fear
Anticipation
Sadness
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust

81543
65753
55111
51838
42377
32512
29312
21256
19643

Table 1 and Fig. 4 illustrate the segmentation of tweets according to their emotional
classes. The feeling of trust seems to be the most prevalent in the tweets during the collection
period, followed by fear and anticipation. Overall, the feelings classified as positive are the
most dominant, as illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Nevertheless, the classification of the
feelings according to the affections experienced allows us to have a more precise idea of their
intensity and their nature in the tweets.

5 Discussion
The brutal shock produced by the COVID-19 and by the measures to stop certain economic
activities that have been instituted by many states to curb it is plunging the world economy
into a severe recession. According to World Bank forecasts, which were announced at the
same period of data collection of this study, the world GDP will decrease by 5.2% before the
end of 2020. These forecasts herald the deepest recession the world has seen since World
War II [21].
However, according to the results of our study, it can be estimated that the overall
impression of COVID-19 is not as dramatic as one might think. Considering the results of
sentiment analysis by calculating their intensity or their segmentation according to affective
class, it can be clearly seen that the invocation of the word COVID-19 by Twitter users is
seen as a trend rather than a topic of discussion that covers social and economic aspects.
Indeed, the Word cloud in Fig. 2 clearly illustrates that the most popular hashtags include the
name of the virus alone rather than associating it with other words that highlight its impact
on different domains, in this case, social and economic.
In [22], the authors applied the TextBlob library on tweets collected in the first half of
April 2020. Their results show that more than 60% of the tweets convey a calm and relieved
feeling, compared to less than 5% of tweets that convey a feeling of fear and worry. Overall,
these results seem to be consistent with those we found in our study.

6 Conclusion
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected millions of people worldwide and has had a
significant impact on many social and economic areas. We, therefore, sought to identify the
feelings of users across the social network Twitter towards this scourge by adopting a
sentiment analysis approach. We started by collecting 178,683 tweets using the Twitter API.
After sentences preprocessing, we classified them in a binary way (positive and negative),
then, according to their intensity (valence) using the VADER model. Since the latter scores
the sentiment on a scale of -4 to 4, we had difficulties to represent the results in a clear way,
so we used the NRCLex dictionary, which allows classifying the sentiments according to
their affective class.
The results found show that the overall feeling experienced by the users is relatively
positive. Moreover, although the topic is a trend on Twitter (and on other social networks for
7
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that matter), we found that the most popular hashtags do not associate the words 'Covid-19'
and 'Coronavirus' with other social or economic aspects. This supports the idea that most
users feel positive about the pandemic and are not too concerned about the impact on other
parts of society.
It should be noted that the geographical distribution of Twitter users is not precise enough
in our study, as the data collected sometimes reports the country and sometimes the state or
city. Therefore, It would be helpful to aggregate these data with a dataset that includes all the
states and cities of the world. However, this study was able to highlight the global attitude of
social network users (in this case Twitter) towards the most publicized phenomenon at the
moment, COVID-19. However, since the data of this study goes back to August 2020, it
would be interesting to gauge the sentiment of users in early 2021, especially with the
implementation of large-scale vaccination campaigns against the Coronavirus around the
world.
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